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Letter from the Editor: Letter from the Editor: Letter from the Editor: Letter from the Editor:     

  
  Welcome to our very first issue translated entirely into English! We're    
happy to offer this issue especially to our NATWA II sisters and hope that 
everyone finds inspiration and delight in these pages.  It's the product of a 
lot of hard work and extra effort on the part of many of our sisters. 

 

   The cover page of this issue is of all 66 sisters who attended in the Portland Mid-Year Conference. 
The  back cover is of the beautiful, natural landscape of Portland. With our sisters' activity reports 
and stories about life experiences, I hope this magazine can be a venue where we further learn from 
and understand one another to help build our community. Please enjoy this issue and thanks to all  

   of our sisters for their contributions and participation!  
 

 Forgive me if there are any mistakes and thanks to all of NATWA for giving me this learning experi-
ence. You are all in my blessings… 

                
Sincerely, 

   Mei Lu 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGEPRESIDENT’S MESSAGEPRESIDENT’S MESSAGEPRESIDENT’S MESSAGE    

Dear NATWA Sisters,  

Very soon the torch will be passed to the next president.  I would like to thank you again for 
your support, patience and encouragement.  I also must thank last year's president, Sue 
Lee, for her guidance.   

In regard to the last news magazine and membership directory, due to the cover being too 
thin, some copies were lost.  We shall send out replacements to those who did not receive 
them.  My apologies for your inconvenience.  We also have an English edition for NATWA 
II.  We must thank Helen Loo, Tina Lin for their translations, and also Mei Lu's hard work.  

The October midyear board meeting was a great success.  I give thanks to Grace Chou, Margaret Lee and Sue-Chung Liu 
again for their planning and flower arrangements.  Special thanks to Lisa Lo and her husband's very delicious pears.  The 
feedback of those who came to the midyear board meeting was most favorable.   

This year's rare Taiwanese insect species calendar was beautifully produced by Nami Lee and was very diligently promoted 
by Shu-Huan Wang.  If you would like to have more copies for your friends or loved ones, please contact Shu-Huan.  Carol 
Lin (natwaweb@gmail.com) is our website expert, and she has posted all of our NATWA news and information on the site.  
You may visit the website for our most interesting news and events.   

The Annual Convention in Toronto is fast approaching.  Have you booked your flight yet?  The date is April 15-18 at Marriott 
Toronto Airport Hotel.  You may visit NATWA.com to book your hotel.  Also, if you have any suggestions or any new ideas 
that need to be put in the meeting agenda for discussion, please inform your chapter president, NATWA official, or myself 
before the end of February in order to let all members know in the middle of March.     

Although springtime in Toronto during April might be a bit chilly, our Toronto sisters are very warm-hearted.  We have 
designed a series of programs that you will like and we are sure it will leave you with many happy memories, especially on 
Saturday, NATWA Night, when Li Mei Huang of our action committee will be in charge of the "3R Eco Fashion show".  The 
Northern California chapter's fashionable Taiwanese opera will be performing, as will sisters from various other chapters.  
We will be able to see the passion, youthfulness and talents of our NATWA sisters.   

We also have spousal programs and NATWA II programs, and also the interaction of NATWA and NATWA II.  We are very 
much honored to be able to invite Mr. Jong Kai Liu as our keynote speaker.  He will be focusing his speech on the beauty of 
the Taiwanese heart -- the true love of Taiwan.  We have invited other noteworthy speakers. Thank Tsu Ann, and Joanne. 

After the convention, our Toronto chapter president, Tina Lin, has planned a new route for our tour.  To register, contact 
Julia Chang (siuboan@gmail.com).  We are all anticipating a great turnout.  A very famous English writer once said, "When 
you calculate how many things you cannot accomplish by yourself alone, then you will know the merit of friendship".  I am 
very thankful for our teamwork and I learned so much this year -- I truly understand how precious the friendship is.   

This year's theme is "Health, Ecology, and Beautiful Life," I'm looking forward to your coming to Toronto.  Let us meet new 
friends and see old friends, and let us encourage learning and sharing with each other.  Best wishes for a healthy, peaceful 
and happy year. See you all at the Toronto convention.      

Your President,  

Sheyling 
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NATWA MIDNATWA MIDNATWA MIDNATWA MID----YEAR MEETING MINUTESYEAR MEETING MINUTESYEAR MEETING MINUTESYEAR MEETING MINUTES    

Time: 10-16-09 1:00PM - 5:00PM 

Place: Monarch Hotel Clackamas, Oregon 

President: Sheyling Lin 

Vice President: Leanne Chiou 

Secretary: Helen Loo, Tina Lin 

 

1. The president announced the commencement of the Mid-year-Meeting. 

   Verified the number of those with legal voting rights. 

   Quorum required for the meeting passed with simple majority. 

2. Attendants with voting rights according to the By-Laws were determined as follows: 

Tina Lin, Cindy Tsai, Yamei Lee, Sandy Chen, Bertha Huang, Agnes Shiao, Shu-Huan 

Wang, Nami Lee, Elena Ling, Carol Lin, Vivian Fu, Annliing Chian, Vicky Lu, Sue-Fin 

Wang, Ingrid Liu, Li-Ying Lee, Mei Lu,  Fu-Mei Lo, Ming-Liang Chi, Bilan Jeng, Leanne 

Chiou, Feng-Feng Chen, Shirley Tsai, Susan Lee, Shang-Jing Pan, Susan Chang, Grace 

Chou, Helen Loo, Sue Lee, Pearl Wang, Nora Tsay, Cecelia Tsai (31 people). 

3. Sang NATWA Song. 

4. Read last meeting’s minutes, passed with simple majority. 

5. Business Report. 
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(a)  President Sheyling Chang: 

 

a.    To reestablish Group Mail system. Due to busy schedule and the complexity of the task the 

work is not yet done. After the Mid-year meeting the Group Mail system will be restarted. As 

for the people who want to join the NATWA group, please contact Amy Su in the S. California 

chapter. 

b. To expand NATWA website functions.  Please post your suggestions to improve our website if 

you have any. Do go to the NATWA website for information and current events. 

c.    To raise funds for Taiwan’s Morakot hurricane.  A committee has been established. Gin-Ru 

Lee and Vicky Lu are assigned to the job.   The fundraising has already started, the donations 

are tax deductible. 

d. The delivery of the Newsletter by e-mail and regular mail did not work. Next Newsletter will 

be sent by regular mail. 

e. The delivery of 2009 Membership Directory and NATWA’s “Lien-Yi” magazine were late. The 

envelopes used to send them were torn so that many people have not received them.  My 

apologies. The mailing service we used promised to improve next time.  

f.    Working with NATWAII – Three second-generation speakers were invited to the Mid-year 

meeting. 

(b) Vice President Leanne Chiou:     

 In July, I attended Taiwanese Association’s Southeast and Midwest summer-conferences where 

I took in a lot of information and ideas.  I learned a lot from the workshops and speakers.   

 (c) Secretary Helen Loo:                                                                                                                                

On 7-10-09 during TAC/EC (Taiwanese Association Conference/East Coast) cruise to Mexico, Mr. 

Jay Loo, at the end of his speech, announced that NATWA has sponsored an event  "10,000 

letters to President Obama").The letter was drafted by Jay Loo. So far we have collected more 

than 16,000 letters, and the letters are still coming. The letter campaign is a great success. Mr. 

Loo is contacting the White house and the State Department on how and where to deliver the 

letters to President Obama. I'll let everybody know when and where we are going to present the 

letters. 

On 9-12-09 I participated in the "UN for Taiwan" Rally in New York City. Many of our sisters 

joined the parade. Our president Sheyling Chang and a few Canadian friends drove all the way 

from Toronto to New York City. Hopefully one day Taiwan will be a member of the UN. 

On 9-25-09, I attended a meeting at the National Press Club in Washington DC. The title was 

"Beyond Formosa Betrayed:   towards Truth and Reconciliation in Taiwan". 10-10-09, The movie 

"Formosa Betrayed" was shown at the International House in Philadelphia. A lot of us drove or 
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took the train to the city to watch the movie. The story was a composite of the murder of 

Professor Chen Wen-Cheng, Lin Yi-Shoung family tragedy and the shooting of the writer Chiang 

Nan in California 

around the 1980s. 

(d) Treasurer Anna Chang 

(see page 19)  

Region Director Report 

 

(a) Southeastern Region   

Siok-hun Ong:                                               

The Southeastern 

Region is composed of 

seven states, Georgia (GA), North Carolina (NC), South Carolina (SC), West Virginia (WV), Tennessee 

(TN), Mississippi (MS) and Florida (FL).  We have about 70 members with most of them living in 

Florida, and none in Mississippi. It is a big territory, but with a very small population. Without any 

local chapter it makes communicating with each other very difficult. 

  

Once I took the position of directorship I started my duty with setting up a group e-mail list in order 

to improve our corresponding with all the NAWA sisters in the region.  Now we are all connected, 

and I am proud of having such an achievement in a relatively short time.  

       

       In early July, more than ten of our members attended the Southeastern Region Conference of 

Taiwanese American Association, and showed-off our singing talent with Hiong-mui. She was the 

one invited to perform originally.  Vice President Liong-oan and her handsome husband from St. 

Louis were there to sing beautifully as well.  We were very happy that the performance was 

successful and well-appreciated, and our sisters wish to have more opportunities to perform in the 

future. 

 

I really want to organize more events in the region. However I realize there are two key problems 

to resolve: (1) it is not easy to find an ideal location for the gathering, and (2) it is difficult to call all 

members together without a local chapter to sponsor.  We are working very hard on resolving 

these issues. 

       

       Thanks to Tan, Ti-hui’s great help, many sisters became NATWA members at the Annual 

Conference in Atlanta, GA.  We had a good window to establish a local chapter in Georgia at the 

time.  But we missed the opportunity because we did not work hard enough. We are fine and 

comfortable for now although we do not have a solid plan to go forward. We are still 

contemplating and hoping … 
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(b) Midwest Region Bilan Jeng: 

                    For the past three years, I have attended the Midyear meeting. I would like to thank Anna Chang 

for taking me along and making me feel welcome. I attended training sessions at all three meetings. 

My brothers joked that I must be really dumb to need so much training. In truth, I attended these 

meetings for fun.                         

I had been a board member for five months. My duties included sending out letters to collect board 

member fees. Right now, I am working with the Detroit Chapter President to discuss the expansion 

of our end-of-the-year party. We will be inviting the members of the Midwest Chapters and the 

smaller groups without chapters to our end-of-the-year party.  

(c) South Region Pearl Wang: 

      On June 27, 2009 NATWA south region sisters welcomed ex-vice President, Annet Lu during her 

visit in Dallas to attend TAA-South summer conference.  We also helped to sell her books and Yu-

San weekly magazine.  

(d) Southwestern Region Bertha Huang: 

1. For NATWA’s special campaign, “Ten Thousand Letters to President Obama”, I collected more than 

100 letters and mailed to FAPA in Washington D. C. 

2. I attended the activity, Team Taiwan/ Race for Cure, on September 27, 2009. This activity was 

sponsored by NATWA Southern CA Chapter. The main purpose was to raise funds for cancer 

research and increase the awareness of Taiwan.  

3. Southwestern Region is including Southern CA. Chapter, San Diego Chapter, Arizona Chapter, 

Hawaii chapter and Nevada. My role as the regional director is to be the bridge of the local 

chapter and headquarters. I try to let the chapters understand their benefits and encourage them 

to participate in the special Activities/ Programs, such as Taiwanese Students’ Assistance Fund, 

Book Project, Team Taiwan/ Race for Cure. They were initiated by NATWA.   I also encourage 

chapters to invite the speakers from NATWA’s Speaker Bureau to give speeches for the chapters. 

4. I want to build the e-mail network for Southwestern Region, and then I will be able to keep closer 

contacts with the members.  

 

(e) Northwestern Region Kui-lan Tan 

I have e-mailed our members asking for the submission of membership fee for the 2009, also 

inserted a fee-collection reminder when I mailed the bulletins. Some have responded positively. I 

urge those have not submitted make their submission as soon as possible in order to keep 

membership and the connections. 
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Ms. TiuN, Nga-bi, President of North California Chapter made a great effort collecting 110 

membership fees so far.  She keeps contacting the rest in order to make it perfect.  She also 

planned the events and programs for the year to come.  We believe that this Chapter will have a 

very successful year under her strong leadership. 

 

6.  Chapters and Committee Report : 

 

AZ Chapter - Cindy Tsai  
 

At the end of 2007, I moved to Arizona, planning to retire. Little did I know, the Arizona sisters 

were able to put me to use. I told NATWA’s sisters that I am like a snowbird, residing in Arizona 

and traveling to New Jersey in the summer, but the snowbird reason was not accepted by our 

sisters, and they would not let me skip the chapter president position easily.      

 

In the beginning, I associated myself with fellow local sisters. On Mother’s Day, we had a pot luck 

at my house. We not only enjoyed the holiday gathering but also worked  on some official NATWA 

business such as electing new officers and setting the 2009 work plan. After the gathering,  I wrote 

a newsletter to all of the sisters. This was the start of our new team. From that point on, we began 

planning for our new year to come.  

 

I contacted Mei Lu to invite her to give a presentation in November… After finishing all the 

preparing at the end of May, I flew back to New Jersey. Even though I was not in Arizona during 

the summer, I felt comfortable leaving matters with our Vice President F.M.    

 

In September, We joined with the TAA to invite second-generation Dr. Su, who gave us a speech 

on preventing heart disease. In October, we joined with TAA to cerebrate the mid-autumn festival. 

We went to the South Mountain Park to enjoy the bright moon. The weather was very nice and 

beautiful. There were moon cakes, karaoke, and Taiwanese food. Everyone had a great time with 

the festivities. 

 

N. CA Chapter (See page 20) 

S. CA Chapter - Agnes Hsiao 

(a) Among the 14 chapters of NATWA in 

N. America, S. CA probably is the 

busiest one since there are near 70 

Taiwanese-American organizations in 

Los Angeles and we are always invited 

to co-sponsor  various activities, such 
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as helping check-in, collecting funds, attending news conference, or demonstration for human 

rights, etc. 

(b) We encouraged chapter members to attend annual NATWA convention in April and leadership 

training in mid-October this year.   S. CA Chapter also focuses on fellowship among members and 

re-writes the by-laws for the chapter since it has been lost for some time. 

(c) In addition, we had one-day trip in July, line dance demonstration in September, and beauty 

seminar in December.  An Iron Chef competition has been scheduled in February to celebrate 

Lunar New Year before the annual convention in March. 

(d) As for community service, we co-sponsored with TACL for one scholarship to local high school 

graduate, helped Taiwan Center in Heritage Week, and walked "Race for the cure" for Team 

Taiwan. 

(e) Finally, we are pleased to announce that we have 30 new members this year. 

 

San Diego – Ann-Ling Chien   

• GSD annual meeting 3/21/09 held at a Garden Party lovely program with new member 

recruitment. 

• Attend DPP President Dr. Tsai’s visit and lecture at the San Diego Taiwan Center 5/9/09 as co-

host. 

• Participate during Taiwanese American Heritage Week: Taiwanese Food Fair and represent 

NATWA GSD at 5/16/09  

 

             Planned activities: 

• Team Taiwan 11/1/09  

• Community Social Work Project:  Store Front (teenage shelter) Christmas Party. 

• Community Library Project: Introduction and Exhibition of Taiwan Culture 01/10. 

• New Year’s member get-together party. 

  

    Detroit Chapter - Ming-Liang Chi 

1. 6/05/09 Scholarship – 2 senior each $250.00 – Hazel Park High School   

2. 7/01/09 Mr. Tian-Lin Chao delivered a speech at Novi.    

3. 7/11/09 Went bird watching at Kensington Park. 

4. 9/05/09 In the town of Holly, the chapter held a barbeque and used 
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mud to bake sweet potatoes.  We also picked pears and designed a garden to resemble a map of 

Taiwan.        

Detroit Members: total 61 

47 – Old members                 11 – New members                     3 – Lifetime members 

 

Louisiana Chapter – Fu-Mei Lo 

• 4/25/09, Chapter Annual Meeting, and 2009 Officers inauguration: (1)  President, Fu-Mei Lo, (2) Vice 

President, Flora Jane, (3) Treasurer, Chi Creger .5/31/09, Health forum:  (1) The incredible human 

machine by J. T. Lo (2) Pressure relief 

by Fu-Mei Lo at Evangelical Formosan 

Church. 

• 6/17/09, Yellow Stone national park 

Tour, 16 members joined the event.  

• 6/30/09, Political Forum: Ma Ying-

Jeou’s Economical Policy by Dr. Bochih 

Chen, Chairman of Taiwan Think tank. 

• 7/05/09, Political Forum: Political Crisis 

in Taiwan by Cao Chang-Qing, Chinese 

Political Critic in exile. 

• 7/12/09, Handicraft: Silk-stocking (Pantyhose) corsage by Flora Jane. 

• 8/29/09, “Tea time”: Talk of beautiful life, Karaoke, and Dancing. 

• 9/25/09, Moon festival camping at Fontainebleau State Park, Mandeville. 

• 10/15/09, NATWA Mid-year Meeting at Monarch Hotel, Clackamas, Oregan 

• 10/25/09, Race for the cure, Susan Komen Breast Cancer Foundation in New Orleans. Team Taiwan 

won the best team spirit award for the second time. 

• 11/07/09, Nursing Home visiting at Chateau living center, Kenner. 

       

     NJ Chapter - Monica Hsieh 

          1. On 4/4, the NATWA-NJ Chapter helped University of Pennsylvania Taiwanese Society (PTS) to hold a 

"Taiwan Day" activity.  The NJ sisters prepared traditional Taiwanese dishes for the U Penn 

students and their friends from several universities at nearby areas to enjoy. Because the "Taiwan 

Day" activity followed the day of "2009 March for Taiwan" (held on 4/3 at Constitution Hall, 

Philadelphia to commemorate 30th anniversary of Taiwan Relation Act), PTS got a big fresh 

flower arrangement from the previous day ceremony. The NJ Chair person Yueh-ling Hsieh 

encouraged PTS members come to joint our NATWA-II.  The detail of PTS activity has been reported 

by Yueh-ling Hsieh and published in a Weekly Newspaper, Taiwan Tribune No. 2247.  
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          2. On 4/25, the NJ Chapter President Yueh-ling Hsieh has wrapped up her tasks of serving as a chair 

person for one year from May 1, 2008 to April 30 2009, and gives the duty to Yue-yeh Chang.  Our 

member Shwu Lin has generously offered her beautiful big house for the event and luncheon party. 

14 members who participated.  After lunch, Shwu Lin guided us to the famous sculpture 

garden "Grounds for Sculpture" to see the beautiful outdoor art gallery. This sculpture garden 

encompassed 18-acre land, and displays more than 220 art pieces. The sculpture garden is one of 

the wonderful places that New Jersey is proud to present to people visiting here.  

          3. On 8/1, at the summer picnic, TAA-NJ invited NATWA-NJ to present the story of Book Project.  Monica 

Hsieh, a core volunteer of the project, talked about the background and mission of the project 

to 120 participants; the object of the project is to send English children's books to public schools in 

remote villages of Taiwan where resources for acquiring English children’s books are very limited. 

The speaker showed the accomplishment of a five-year operation; 170,000 books have been 

distributed to 250 elementary school recipients.  We encourage more people to come out to 

participate in this meaningful volunteer work.  

  4.  On 10/4, our chapter jointed Team Taiwan to participate in Race for Cure of New Jersey.  After the 3-

mile-walk, many sisters extended activity, went to an orchard farm to enjoy fresh fruits picking.   

Everyone had a healthy fun day. 

        

         NY Chapter – Shirley Tsai   

• March For Taiwan - marching in DC for 20 years anniversary of Taiwan Relations Act. 

• 5/17/09: participated in Passport to Taiwan event. 

• 6/18/09 – held press conference jointly with East & West Coasts Taiwanese Alliance in protesting the 

unjust legal system and human rights regression in Taiwan. 

• 6/28/09 - many NY sisters participated in the promotional events for the Jade Afternoon Paper & 

Weekly held by ex Taiwan VP Annette Lu. 

• 7/18/09 – many NY sisters participated in the 

event featuring DPP Huang Chin Lin, 

Commentator Chin Han Wei, and Prof. Tsai 

Ding Guei.  Received more than 100 

signatures for the One Person One Letter to 

Obama campaign initiated by NATWA.    

• 7/25/09 – chapter event – wonderful field trip 

to Greenport Village via the 175-year 

anniversary train. 

• 8/11/09 – fundraised $3600 for Taiwan 

typhoon and donated items for fundraising 
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sale for 88 flood jointly held by the Taiwanese communities. 

• 9/12/09 – joined UN for Taiwan event held by the NY Taiwanese Alliance. 

• 9/13/09 – NY chapter’s annual event – form Team Taiwan and participate in the Race for Cure event. 

• 9/19/09 – gathering with Gin-Ru Lee from Texas.  Also participated in the fundraising event at the 

Taiwan Center. 
 

      Ohio Chapter - Shang-Jing Pan 

Ohio chapter was established in 2001, we are a very small chapter, and we have about 30 members 

currently.  Several members have another residence set up in different states and have been spending 

their time between houses.  Some sisters spend a lot of time in Taiwan, and many are taking tour trips 

all around the world.  We try to have one event every month; hopefully members who happen to be in 

town could take the time to participate.  Since May 2009, we had toured Ohio governor’s residence 

and heritage garden, joined “Sewing Sisters” (charity group associated with Ohio State Hospital) 

making quilts for cancer patients, invited police officer to talk to us about home security, and made 

cotton caps and delivered to OSU James cancer hospital for cancer patients.   

 

St Louis Chapter – Yean-Ling (carol) Kuo  

St. Louis chapter is like a happy family under Sandy Chiu’s leadership. We have participated “Breast 

Cancer Race for the Cure” event in the summer. September we covered plantation seminar. We have 

full house of participants to join Dr. Wang, Peng-Nan for heart care medical fair.     

                  Leanne Chiou and I will like to welcome all sisters to come to St Louis for 2011 annual conference.  

 

Toronto Chapter - Tina Lin  

There are 88 members so far in Toronto Chapter.  

Theme of 2009 - 2010 - Toronto, 

Fun, Fun, Fun.  

Since 2010 NATWA Annual 

Convention will be held on April 

15 - 18, at Marriot Airport 

Convention Center of Toronto, we 

seized every opportunity in order 

to promote this event to all 

Taiwanese in Toronto.  

          2009 Activities: 
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April 25 - Richter Herbal Garden. 

May 16 - Heritage Day Fundraising. 

May 25 - Supported and interacted with Tzichi Charitable Fundraising. 

June 12 - Toronto Historic Downtown Walk. 

August 24 - 28, 10 AM to 3PM - Dancing Camp. 

August 29 & 30 – Taiwan fest. 

September 12 - Terry Fox Cancer Research Run, Race for the Cure. 

                  September 19 - Taiwan Typhoon Morak Disaster Relief Fundraising Banquet. 

 

         NATWA fund Committee - Shang-Jing Pan 

NATWA fund investment is managed by Vivian Fu.  According to reports Vivian provided, we are doing 

reasonably well with our investment. 

A NATWA fund operation account was set up with Bank of America, most of the fund-dispensing 

activities is done through online banking.  Money in this account is mainly for supporting chapters 

including subsidizing chapter president-elect and regional director attending mid-year meeting, 

supporting chapters in community service and community scholarship programs, and finance speaker 

bureau services.  To apply, fill out the form in NATWA website and contact fund chair at 

natwafund@natwa.com. 

     All the restricted funds have been removed from president’s operation account into NATWA fund 

operation account.  These are the funds set up previously for specific usages including NATWA II 

operation account, NATWA II conference scholarship, Team Taiwan fund, Akron fund, FOWTA fund and 

NGO fund.  To apply for money in these funds, project leaders should contact NATWA fund chair at 

natwafund@natwa.com. 

  

Fund Raising Committee - Agnes Hsiao 

I was lucky to get 25 pages of advertisement for NATWA this year in today's economy because of my 

connection in the community since I am the president of AATFHSSC (High School Alumni Association of 

Tainan, Taiwan) and also of NATWA-SC. In the meantime, I would like to thank those sponsors for their 

continuing support.  
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Historian Committee – Feng-Feng Chen 

Being a loyal member of NATWA for seventeen years, I consider myself as an "antique" member. It is 

my pleasure to participate again in a project for this great organization. My goal is to collect all the 

video and photos from the past presidents and members, who have contributed so much to NATWA.  I 

will organize them into a DVD format. Hopefully, this DVD will be able to preserve and present the 

NATWA's proud history with glorious and beautiful moments of the NATWA in the past 20-plus years. 

Nomination Committee - Sue Lee 

 

The members are Helen Loo, Nicole Huang (absent), Pearl Wang, Berth Huang, Li-wah Chen,            

Bilan Jeng , Mary Hsueh. 90% attended the meeting. 

 

Election Committee – Shey-Ling Chang 

 

      After the completion of the nomination work the Election Committee will start to function in January 

2010. 

Website Committee - Carol Lin  

NATWA's website (NATWA.COM) is packed with valuable information including coming events, activity 

pictures, history archives, scholarship information, and, organization charts.  To help our sisters link 

faces with names of working groups, pictures of Board members and Committee chairs are now posted 

on the Organization page.    

The Photo Gallery features the beautiful smiles of NATWA sisters and the Art Gallery showcases the art 

pieces of our talented sisters. A collection of heart touching articles can be found in the Column page 

and through the writers' blog links in our Home page.  Please email me if you have chapter news or 

event pictures or if you wish to link your blog site to our web page.  Emails can be sent to 

natwaweb@gmail.com.  

Scholarship Committee - Mary Hsueh 

1. The Selection Committee for the Dr. KP Fu Memorial Scholarship has chosen two recipients for this 

year's scholarship. They are Mark Lee an Erica Ling, they both interns at Taiwanese American 

Citizenship League in the summer.  We have made the announcement but are still awaiting their 

internship reports before we can mail out the checks. 

2. We will make announcements about the NATWA scholarship in Toronto in December to invite high 

school seniors to apply for the scholarship. 
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Networking Committee - Ingrid Liu 

The Networking Committee had a joint discussing session with FOTWA (Federation of Overseas 

Taiwanese Women's Association) on 9/25 to 9/27/2009 during the annual conference of WFTA (World 

Federation of Taiwanese Associations) held in Argentina, and invited Ms. Ching-Yuh Chou from Taiwan 

as our keynote speaker presenting on "The Struggle & Dignity of Taiwanese Women." 

Calendar Production Committee – Nami Lee 

I am glad to inform you the 2010 calendar is published. And I also appreciate getting lots of support 

from this group.  One thing that needs to be corrected is next year’s mid-year meeting date. It will be 

from October 21
st

~24
th

.  The insects we used in this calendar are unique, rare, protected or named for 

Taiwan’s sake. The characteristics of each are briefly described. I believe it is a collectible and a very 

nice gift. Please place your order to Shu-Huan Wang.  She can help you. Today, I’ll give publication 

information to our vice-president Leanne Chiou for the next person who will take care of our 2011 

calendar production. 

NATWA Calendar Sales Committee – Shu-Huan Wang 

Please support and help this project.  We need the revenue from the calendar sales.  Many NATWA 

projects and programs depend on it.  We hope to build enough funding to sponsor current and future 

projects. 

Culture Committee - Tiu
n
, Siok-tin 

I have been involved in the Culture Division three times as a member.  I would like to make more 

contributions now that I am in the position of directorship.  The hand-puppet show by our sisters in 

Ohio has six years of experience.  I provided detailed information and a cd of the performance to Gou, 

Siok-hun of Boston when she phoned me in June to express their plan to promote the show in a 

festival.   We will support your region or chapter if you are interested.  Please contact me. 

Publishing Committee - Mei Lu 

Many sisters have called and emailed asking about the “Taiwanese Homestyle Cooking” cookbook 

but unfortunately it’s out of print. NATWA’s North California chapter has taken it upon themselves 

to plan out a new, re-designed edition—it’s in the works at this very moment.  We’ll all be very 

happy to see this new edition very soon.   

I'm editing and designing the next issue of NATWA's magazine. If you have any notes, written 

reflections, materials or speaker-handouts from our conference in Portland, please send them to 

me. I'd love to include them in our next issue. I'm hoping to have all the submissions gathered by 

Nov. 30th. If you could email me your notes by then or sooner I'd appreciate it very much! If any 

sisters have an article you want published in the next issue, please feel free to submit them to me.  
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Care Network Committee - Chiu-Hung Lu 

I feel the Care Network is being caring, warm and full. We have sent five cards out so far. The 

design of the cards were taught to us by Nai-mei Lee (CA) at the last annual meeting.  The top has a 

butterfly, and sometimes I would write: ‘This is made by our sisters to express our care for you. You 

look like a butterfly displaying its wings, free and easy.’ 

      In addition, I want to mention another care network for the 88 flood: we have set up another team 

and invited members of the council, sub-chairperson, and the head of the participation in activities 

to ask Members to contribute. We can also by TSAF the pipeline disaster to Taiwan. Please send 

contributions to Anna Chang (MI).  

7. Other plan and activities: 

   Book Project - Monica Hsieh 
 

   The mission of the project is to 

bring English children’s books to 

public schools in Taiwan’s remote 

villages.  The book sources are 

from off the shelves of American 

public libraries and schools.  

The book project (BP) started in 

2004.  After receiving $5,000 

‘Seed Money’ from NATWA, the scale of operation was expended, and the systematic operation 

procedure was established. 

Currently, 85 American public libraries are supporting the project by donating books to us regularly.  

The project has also established four distribution centers in Taiwan to arrange shipping of books to 

the prearranged recipients. 

On average, the BP shipped out about 4,000 to 5,000 books to Taiwan monthly. 

The project is in continuous operation; there is the constant work of picking up, sorting, boxing, 

and packing books for shipping.  To date, BP has sent 190,000 books to 300 schools and libraries in 

Taiwan. 

The major expense for BP is the shipping cost.  In addition to all volunteers’ free labor and out-

pocket donations, we have to pay $600 to the Freight Co to bring 1500 books from American 

libraries to recipient schools.  That means we spend $0.40 to give a nice English picture book to 

children in Taiwan. A good deal! 

More details of the BP story is posted under NATWA’s web site: click on ‘Book Project’.  

  The continuation of the BP operation depends on donations and support of all.   

Please give your generous support to keep the project going.  
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NATWA II - Joann Lo 

Another item we wanted to share with you 

all: at the end of September Tsu-Ann came 

back from Taiwan to LA for a little bit and we 

had a meeting with some of the more active 

NATWA 2 members and talked about the 

status of NATWA 2.  I'm sorry I didn't bring 

enough copies of the report.   

Just to review for everyone, we created 

NATWA 2 to establish a network for 1.5 and 

2nd generation women to cultivate and 

promote their talents and to preserve Taiwanese culture and promote Taiwanese 

American/Canadian identities.   

NATWA 2 is currently a special project of one of the NATWA committees and we're governed by a 

committee of three NATWA officers — the immediate past president, current president, and the 

president-elect — and five NATWA 2 members.   

      Out of our meeting we want to suggest for the future that NATWA considers making NATWA 2 one 

of the NATWA committees, instead of NATWA 2 being its own chapter, because we're only just 

starting to recruit NATWA 2 members to become members of NATWA.  We don't feel we're strong 

enough to be a chapter on our own, but we also want to encourage NATWA 2 to participate in the 

NATWA chapters that already exist, and we're open in the future of the possibility of creating 

NATWA 2 chapters in certain geographic areas.    

By being one of the NATWA committees, it will give us more time to develop membership and our 

program. We think we can have a set budget for our various tasks and our programs for NATWA 2.  

We believe being one of the NATWA committees will give us a formal status and also more 

flexibility as we continue to grow. 

Tinna Chung, (the NATWA II intern) 

My responsibility is to manage the website for NATWA II and put together the newsletters.  There 

were two newsletters that we put together each year. 

  This year we're going to focus on getting more events -- to meet more often so we can get our 

members to meet each other and talk together.  We're also focusing on fundraisers. I'm also 

planning to help out with the annual convention coming up in April.   
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Taiwanese Student Assistance Fund (TSAF) – Isabel Kao 

The Taiwanese Student Assistance Fund (TSAF) was established in the year 2000 to help students in 

the 921 earthquake disaster area. The fund was created through the generous donation of NATWA 

members. It is distributed through the Puli Women Lion Club in Taiwan to students in need of financial 

assistance. 

      Donations received since year 2000 total approximately USD 131,000, of which $127,000 has already 

been distributed. The Lion Clubs also raise funds to match the TSAF fund.  

This year TSAF has distributed USD 20,000 to students in 88 flood disaster areas in middle and 

southern Taiwan counties. Each elementary school student received NT $2,000 while middle and high 

school students received NT $3,000 each. The current balance of the fund is USD 6,600. 

Thanks to NATWA sisters for your generous donations. TSAF needs your continued support.  

Literature Tiam-sim ta
n
 - Tan, Kui-lan 

Being the editor for the “Snack bar” forum at the Taiwan Tribune, I would like to see our sisters in 

every corner have the opportunity to express their opinion and show their talent in writing. Therefore, 

I am asking the Director of each region and the President of each local chapter to help me in inviting 

sisters to write.  I am grateful to those have sent in their articles voluntarily, and thank to those have 

responded to keep me in good spirit. We have a long term work relationship, please keep in touch.  My 

e-mail address is kweilanc@ gmail.com.  Please also visit www.natwa.com  to learn more about our 

events and activities. 

"Team Taiwan Race for the Cure" - Nora Tsay  

The Team Taiwan Race for the Cure Project was started in the Fall of 2003 by many Taiwanese 

American organizations including TAA, WUFI, NATWA and some others.  Since then, NATWA has been 

the major organization to continue this project. NATWA also established the "Team Taiwan Fund" from 

$5,000 of the surplus funds of the 2004 NATWA annual conference.  The Fund is used to encourage 

NATWA members to participate in the "Team Taiwan Project".  It is to reimburse $5 for each NATWA 

member joining the team, to the chapter forming the team.  Up to the time of the 2009 mid-year 

conference, there were still more than $2,000 left in the fund.  That seemed to indicate that either not 

enough of our members had participated in this project over the years or that not all chapters 

participating in the activities had applied for the reimbursement.    

For the participating chapters to apply for the $5/per participating NATWA member reimbursement, 

please send an email to our NATWA Team Taiwan coordinator, Nora Tsay (nptsay@gmail.com), to (1) 

inform her of the date and place of the event; (2) the names of participating NATWA members; (3) at 

least 2 activity pictures and (4) the name and address to send the check.  Nora would then ask 

NATWA's treasurer to disburse the check and also forward the pictures to our webmaster to post the 

activity pictures on NATWA website. 
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       Special Committee report on “2008 Financial Report” 

       

The financial report of 2007/2008 by Darice Lee is not complete. The actual correct surplus is 

$3,937.85. 

 

8. Unfinished Business. 

 

a. Gin-Ru Lee in 2009 NATWA Annual Meeting proposed to study our Constitution “Article 8 General 

Membership Assembly.  1. The General Membership Assembly is the highest policy making body of 

NATWA”. Gin-Ru was absent from the meeting so the proposal was postponed to the next meeting. 

 

b. Vivian Fu in the 2009 NATWA annual meeting proposed to establish an “Operating Guidelines” for 

NATWA president. Due to Mei Tsai’s resignation from the assignment, no work has been done to 

date.  Vivian proposed to the NATWA president to form a special committee with 5 members for 

the task. Passed unanimously. 

Li-ying Lee proposed establishing Operating Guidelines including job descriptions for the President, 

Vice-President, Regional Directors and Board Members. Passed unanimously. 

Cecelia Tsai proposed that the special committee shall make a preliminary draft of 

recommendation and report for the next board meeting. Adopted by a simple majority. 

 

9. New Business 

 

a. Book Project: proposed by Monica  Hsieh 

1. $1,600 annually to buy materials for packing 52,000 books to be sent to Taiwan. 

2. 90 NATWA Calendars, no charge to the book project, for the books’ donor libraries. The name 

of the calendar recipients will be provided later. Unused calendars will be returned to NATWA 

HQ. The proposal was accepted by the board. Since the proposal is concerned with the NATWA 

fund, it must be approved by the Annual General Membership Assembly. 

 

b. Atlanta Fund, proposed by Sue Lee  

Out of the surplus of $9,563.19 from 2009 Annual meeting, Sue lee proposed giving $3,000 

each to the twenty second and twenty third NATWA presidents for budgets. The rest of the 

surplus is to be donated to Taiwan Morakot rescue fund. Since the proposal concerns the 

NATWA fund, it must be approved by the Annual General Membership Assembly. 

 

c. NATWA II ‘s status at NATWA: proposed by Tsu-ann Kuo 

The proposal was decided to be discussed in the next General Meeting. 
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10. Ad hoc motion: none 

 

11. The president announced that the 

meeting was adjourned. 
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May 2
nd

, 2009: I was elected the chapter president.

president.  Two remaining board members are Isabelle Kao and San

May-Ling Lin from the East Bay, Autumn Yeh from 

All are very dedicated and are eager to serve our sisters.

May 9, 2009: We held The Taiwanese Cultural Festival

Square in the heart of San Francisco. 

with thousands of people moving about, enjoying the beautiful 

sights and sounds.  Our Tea House was a popular attraction

decorated with used tea boxes, canisters

attractive, with just the right ambiance for tea drinking. 

served over 3,000 cups of freshly brewed

the visitors.  The aroma and fragrance of the tea

your nose.  Many people bought the teas that they ha

June 19, 2009: A seminar was held for

Vice-President, Annette Lu.  Ms. Lu, the founder of our organization

tour, promoting her publication “Formosa

150 people attended. 

July 25, 2009:  A day of orchids and strawberries

the famous McClellan Botanical Garden

and bustle of daily life.  How fun it was

the hills was invigorating.  The wide vista of terraced fields was

sky expanding to the infinite.  The air was fresh, crisp, breezy and 

orchids and over 100 boxes of strawberri

Ya-Mei Lee

elected the chapter president.  Thank you for your support.  Sophia Chen is 

remaining board members are Isabelle Kao and San-Mei Chen.  Three

East Bay, Autumn Yeh from the South-East Bay and Peggy Huang from the 

to serve our sisters. 

Taiwanese Cultural Festival at Union 

Square in the heart of San Francisco.  It was a beautiful day 

moving about, enjoying the beautiful 

was a popular attraction, 

canisters and aprons.  It was 

with just the right ambiance for tea drinking.  We 

brewed, hot Oolong tea to 

The aroma and fragrance of the tea lingered in 

the teas that they had tasted.  

A seminar was held for the Taiwan’s former 

, the founder of our organization, NATWA, was on her North America

“Formosa Weekly” to spread her ideas of a free and democratic Taiwan

A day of orchids and strawberries.  A completely occupied tour bus 

Garden.  Like bunch of little kids, we were excited to be away

was to be free of worries and daily routines.  After a light lunch, the walk up 

e wide vista of terraced fields was dotted with small houses and

The air was fresh, crisp, breezy and refreshing.  Our sisters bought numerous 

and over 100 boxes of strawberries. 

September 19, 2009: We invited 

consultant to our meeting.

your shape and Show your shape.”

was well organized and well re

surprise, a long line of our sisters waited

critiqued for their outfit

This must be an attractive topic, because many of 

our sisters that I had not see

activities had shown up.

 

support.  Sophia Chen is our new vice-

Three new board members are 

East Bay and Peggy Huang from the Peninsula.  

was on her North American 

free and democratic Taiwan.  Over 

A completely occupied tour bus took our sisters south, to 

were excited to be away from the hustle 

After a light lunch, the walk up 

with small houses and trees and blue 

Our sisters bought numerous 

We invited an image 

to our meeting.  Her topic was “Know 

your shape and Show your shape.”  Her presentation 

organized and well received.  To my 

long line of our sisters waited to be 

their outfits and their appearances.  

This must be an attractive topic, because many of 

not seen in our regular 

shown up.  We had a record turn-out!!  



 

September 27, 2009: Race for the Cure

Embarcadero Center as it had been for years. 

everywhere.  NATWA has always been an important 

of Team Taiwan.  Fifteen sisters joined this year’s 5

untimed walk; the walk along the beautiful San Francisco Bay 

with blue sky, green water, golden sun

was pleasant and delightful.  Each participant received a 

commemorative T-shirt.  Breast cancer affects every woman

deeply in many ways.  Can we afford not to be concerned?

 

VANCOUVER CHAPTERVANCOUVER CHAPTERVANCOUVER CHAPTERVANCOUVER CHAPTER

1.  We decided to establish to NATWA, Vancouver 

Chapter on June 23, 2009 when the Former Vice 

President Annetta Lu met with more than ten of 

us in Vancouver.  

2. Establishing the Vancouver Chapter was approved 

by the President, NATWA on August 18, 2009. 

3.  We joined the Morakot Relief Fundraising 

Committee of the Taiwanese- Canadians Great 

Vancouver Area, and raised $2750.00 among our 

members. It has been sent back to Taiwan 

through the World Mission of the Presbyterian 

Church of Canada. 

4. The Vancouver Chapter was officially established on Friday, November 6, 2009. We passed the by

local chapter, and elected the following officers: President, Liau, Sun

Secretary – TiuN, Iu-bun, Treasurer 

Chiong, Siok-ju.  We have 16 members including one permanent member and one new member.

5. We had a meeting at member’s residence in Richmond on November 7, 2009 noon, discussing how to 

contribute to Canadian Communities. Two of our members donated $500.00 each to the Richmond Hospital 

Foundation in the name of NATWA, Vancouver Chapter.

 

 

or the Cure was held at the 

been for years.  Pink was 

always been an important member 

sisters joined this year’s 5-mile 

beautiful San Francisco Bay 

with blue sky, green water, golden sun, and plenty of fresh air 

Each participant received a 

Breast cancer affects every woman 

afford not to be concerned?  

VANCOUVER CHAPTERVANCOUVER CHAPTERVANCOUVER CHAPTERVANCOUVER CHAPTER

Liau, Sun-ju 

1.  We decided to establish to NATWA, Vancouver 

Chapter on June 23, 2009 when the Former Vice 

President Annetta Lu met with more than ten of 

the Vancouver Chapter was approved 

by the President, NATWA on August 18, 2009.  

We joined the Morakot Relief Fundraising 

Canadians Great 

Vancouver Area, and raised $2750.00 among our 

members. It has been sent back to Taiwan 

through the World Mission of the Presbyterian 

Chapter was officially established on Friday, November 6, 2009. We passed the by

local chapter, and elected the following officers: President, Liau, Sun-ju, Vice-President, Tan, Bi

bun, Treasurer – Lim-tan, Siu-chu, Administration – Khou, Hui

ju.  We have 16 members including one permanent member and one new member.

We had a meeting at member’s residence in Richmond on November 7, 2009 noon, discussing how to 

Communities. Two of our members donated $500.00 each to the Richmond Hospital 

Foundation in the name of NATWA, Vancouver Chapter.  
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Chapter was officially established on Friday, November 6, 2009. We passed the by-laws of the 

President, Tan, Bi-liong, 

Khou, Hui-chu, and Program – 

ju.  We have 16 members including one permanent member and one new member. 

We had a meeting at member’s residence in Richmond on November 7, 2009 noon, discussing how to 

Communities. Two of our members donated $500.00 each to the Richmond Hospital 
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Boston Chapter

July – Movie 

We watched the movie “Peaceful Warrior” at Julie’s house. After 

everyone expressed their thoughts

August- Speech  

NATWA and TAA Boston invited Chen Fang

University who’s currently a visiting scholar 

of Jin-Shan Temple in Tamsui - Epics of Taiwan’s 

Immigrant”.    

September- Race for the Cure 

Nine of our members joined as Team Taiwan

participate the Race for the Cure of 

Cancer in Boston.  

November – Cooking demonstration

In November our member Ching-Fen and her 

husband showed us how to make Soba and fried small fish with hot spicy peppers and peanut

Wang-ching taught us how to make pickled onions and cucumbers.  Every one enjoyed the 

Boston Chapter

Julie Tsai 

movie “Peaceful Warrior” at Julie’s house. After that, we discussed the story and 

everyone expressed their thoughts.  It was a meaningful and enjoyable afternoon.

NATWA and TAA Boston invited Chen Fang-mei, an Art History Professor at

visiting scholar at Harvard, to give a presentation

Epics of Taiwan’s 

Nine of our members joined as Team Taiwan to 

Cure of Breast 

Cooking demonstration  

Fen and her 

husband showed us how to make Soba and fried small fish with hot spicy peppers and peanut

ching taught us how to make pickled onions and cucumbers.  Every one enjoyed the 

much and had a great time.

In addition, we 

community service 

Soldier” project.  We adopted two 

soldiers in Iraq.  We wrote letters 

and sent 

month.  Members signed up to 

purchase goods and packed at 

Julie’s house every month.  We 

packed and chatted together and 

felt great for doing the service.

Boston Chapter 

discussed the story and 

.  It was a meaningful and enjoyable afternoon. 

mei, an Art History Professor at National Taiwan 

presentation.  The topic was “Story 

husband showed us how to make Soba and fried small fish with hot spicy peppers and peanuts. 

ching taught us how to make pickled onions and cucumbers.  Every one enjoyed the food very 

much and had a great time. 

In addition, we started our 

community service – “Adopt A 

Soldier” project.  We adopted two 

in Iraq.  We wrote letters 

 packages to them once a 

month.  Members signed up to 

purchase goods and packed at 

Julie’s house every month.  We 

packed and chatted together and 

felt great for doing the service.  



 

Fall Seminar on Social Security BenefitFall Seminar on Social Security BenefitFall Seminar on Social Security BenefitFall Seminar on Social Security Benefit

On the Saturday of November 14, NATWA New Jersey held a lunch seminar at Fuji seafood restaurant 

in central Jersey, more than 30 people attended.

Chapter President, Yueyeh Lin, kicked off the program with an overview of chapter activities in 2009 

and solicited ideas on possible volunteering project this winter at 

Army.  It was followed by a report from Monica Hsieh who attended the NATWA 

Portland, Oregon.   

Alice Ma, a key member of NJ chapter, then gave a

Benefits”.  Based on her extensive training and professional experiences in financial planning and 

business management, Alice highlighted many key factors in the calculation, annual adjustment and 

taxation of the benefits as well as the strategic decision on spousal benefit and the importance of 

timing when to start receiving the benefit.  The most notable reminder is to take advantage of special 

exemption in 2010 by the US government for converting IRA and 401k t

income after retirement and therefore enhance the actual yield from SS benefit.

The SS benefit is one of the key retirement planning for many aging baby boomers, the presentation 

prompted many questions and discussions in the 

spouses and friends for the seminar.  All participants enjoyed the opportunity to learn while catching 

up with one another 

at the lunch.  Many 

expressed interest 

and wish for another 

get together soon 

with similar seminar 

on other financial 

planning topics, such 

as Living Will or 

Setting up Trust.  

Fall Seminar on Social Security BenefitFall Seminar on Social Security BenefitFall Seminar on Social Security BenefitFall Seminar on Social Security Benefit

NATWANATWANATWANATWA----NJNJNJNJ    

Yueyeh Lin 

 

On the Saturday of November 14, NATWA New Jersey held a lunch seminar at Fuji seafood restaurant 

in central Jersey, more than 30 people attended. 

Chapter President, Yueyeh Lin, kicked off the program with an overview of chapter activities in 2009 

ited ideas on possible volunteering project this winter at nearby

Army.  It was followed by a report from Monica Hsieh who attended the NATWA 

Alice Ma, a key member of NJ chapter, then gave a very nice presentation on” Social Security 

”.  Based on her extensive training and professional experiences in financial planning and 

business management, Alice highlighted many key factors in the calculation, annual adjustment and 

benefits as well as the strategic decision on spousal benefit and the importance of 

timing when to start receiving the benefit.  The most notable reminder is to take advantage of special 

US government for converting IRA and 401k to Roth IRA to reduce taxable 

income after retirement and therefore enhance the actual yield from SS benefit.

The SS benefit is one of the key retirement planning for many aging baby boomers, the presentation 

prompted many questions and discussions in the audience.  Many chapter members brought their 

spouses and friends for the seminar.  All participants enjoyed the opportunity to learn while catching 
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On the Saturday of November 14, NATWA New Jersey held a lunch seminar at Fuji seafood restaurant 

Chapter President, Yueyeh Lin, kicked off the program with an overview of chapter activities in 2009 

nearby soup kitchen by Salvation 

Army.  It was followed by a report from Monica Hsieh who attended the NATWA midyear meeting at 

very nice presentation on” Social Security 

”.  Based on her extensive training and professional experiences in financial planning and 

business management, Alice highlighted many key factors in the calculation, annual adjustment and 

benefits as well as the strategic decision on spousal benefit and the importance of 

timing when to start receiving the benefit.  The most notable reminder is to take advantage of special 

o Roth IRA to reduce taxable 

income after retirement and therefore enhance the actual yield from SS benefit. 

The SS benefit is one of the key retirement planning for many aging baby boomers, the presentation 

audience.  Many chapter members brought their 

spouses and friends for the seminar.  All participants enjoyed the opportunity to learn while catching 
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CaCaCaCaring for ring for ring for ring for Soldiers Soldiers Soldiers Soldiers 

Hawaii Chapter   Hawaii Chapter   Hawaii Chapter   Hawaii Chapter   
Julie Rohrer

 

Our 2009 "Care for soldiers" project is comple

received attention in today's Army Weekly Newspaper, 

Friday, 12/18/09.  This article drew a very good response 

from many readers including people at the Pacific Command Headquarters.

would like to participate with our future projects, but I 

 

Thanks for all of your support and participation.

accomplished our team project within a short 

delivered to our front line soldiers in a few days!

Without your support and team efforts, we couldn't have accomplished it so smoothly and quickly.

 

It proves that we Taiwanese women 

reach out outside of our communities. We appreciate others, especially those who sacrifice their lives, and 

from whom we indirectly benefit from. 

about receiving”. I am very thankful every day

received from our sisters not only in Hawaii, but in other states as well.

 

A special thanks to Mrs. Spring Tsai, Executiv

for her strong support for our project. Last tim

but made a donation to our NATWA chapter.

participate in our "Caring for Soldiers" 

project. Although Mrs. Tsai is not yet our 

member of NATWA, she has demonstrated 

her willingness to assist with any good 

volunteer work. 

 

All of our members are so great. Each and 

every one of you has done a lot in the past 

and will be doing even more in the future to 

make NATWA even better.  I am the one

has a lot to learn from all of you.  

Thank you for your support and looking 

forward to your guidance in the coming year.

Soldiers Soldiers Soldiers Soldiers                                 

Hawaii Chapter   Hawaii Chapter   Hawaii Chapter   Hawaii Chapter                                                               
Julie Rohrer 

Our 2009 "Care for soldiers" project is complete, and we 

in today's Army Weekly Newspaper, 

This article drew a very good response 

from many readers including people at the Pacific Command Headquarters.  Some readers even said they 

would like to participate with our future projects, but I will not count this chicken until it hatches.

Thanks for all of your support and participation.  We have worked together as a team, and together we 

accomplished our team project within a short period.  We met our deadline.  The care packages are about to 

ered to our front line soldiers in a few days!  Together, we can accomplish any project we ch

Without your support and team efforts, we couldn't have accomplished it so smoothly and quickly.

 are so special, unselfish, caring for not only our own families

reach out outside of our communities. We appreciate others, especially those who sacrifice their lives, and 

we indirectly benefit from. Today I got the response, "You ladies are great!

every day, especially thankful for the encouragement I have consistently 

received from our sisters not only in Hawaii, but in other states as well. 

A special thanks to Mrs. Spring Tsai, Executive of North America Taiwanese Medical Association Foundation, 

for her strong support for our project. Last time she not only participated in our "Koman R

to our NATWA chapter. This time she rescheduled her important app

participate in our "Caring for Soldiers" 

Although Mrs. Tsai is not yet our 

member of NATWA, she has demonstrated 

any good 

Each and 

one a lot in the past 

and will be doing even more in the future to 

one who 

Thank you for your support and looking 

forward to your guidance in the coming year. 

                                                                

Some readers even said they 

count this chicken until it hatches. 

We have worked together as a team, and together we 

The care packages are about to 

Together, we can accomplish any project we choose to do.  

Without your support and team efforts, we couldn't have accomplished it so smoothly and quickly. 

for not only our own families, but we also 

reach out outside of our communities. We appreciate others, especially those who sacrifice their lives, and 

"You ladies are great!  Life is about giving not 

, especially thankful for the encouragement I have consistently 

e of North America Taiwanese Medical Association Foundation, 

e she not only participated in our "Koman Race for the Cure", 

rescheduled her important appointments to 
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     Cecelia Tsai 
 
 

A. Main Motions 
(Let’s do this 
about that)   
–Original Main 
Motion 

1. Express an Opinion    
2. Authorize a Purchase 
3. Create a Policy or Rule 
4. Adopt a Recommendation Made in Report  

–Incidental Main Motion (Deal with Business 
Started out as Original Main Motion) 

1. Adopt Recommendations of Committee    
2. Ratify Decisions Made by President 
3. Limit Debate 
4. Point of Order 
 

B. Subsidiary Motion (Let’s do this with 
main motion) 

1. Postpone indefinitely     
2. Amend –must be germaine 

1. Inserting/Adding words    
2. Striking out words 
3. Striking out & inserting 
4. Substitution (paragraphs or entire 
motion) 

3. Commit/Refer (Give it a little thought) 
1. Which committee are you referring the 

motion to?                
         Include the committee details in your   
       motion.    
2. What do you want the committee to do?                                                
         When to report  

What to do (recommendation) 
3. Does it have power to decide? 

4. Postpone to a certain time  
5. Limit/Extend time of debate 
6. Previous question (Vote now) 
7. Lay on table 
 

C. Privileged Motion (Let’s do this even 
though there is a pending motion) 
1. Order of the day (on schedule)    

2. A question of privilege (physical comfort, 
questions about organization, member 
conduct and report accuracy) 

3. Recess 
4. Adjourn 
5. Fix the time to adjourn 
 

D. Incidental (Let’s do this to better 
handle the pending motion) 
1. Point of order (enforce rules) 

1. Timely     
2. Adoption of motion violate bylaws  
3. Adoption of motion conflicts with a 

previously adopted motion 
4. Violation of procedural rules  
5. Violation of parliamentary rules  
6. Violation of rights of members (quorum, 

previous notice, ballot)  
2. Appeal (overrule chair decision)  
3. Suspend the rules 
4. Object to question of consideration  
5. Division of question (divide motion)  
6. Consideration by paragraph 
7. Division of Assembly 
8. Motions related to method of voting    
9. Motion related to nominations 
10. Request to be excused from a duty 
11. Parliamentary inquiry 
12. Point of information (on motion) 
13. Request to   a. withdraw/modify motion 
        b. read paper 
        c. speak  
 

E. Bring a Question (Undo or make 
changes on decision already made) 
1. Reconsider 
 (same day/meeting, on prevailing side)    
2. Rescind something previously adopted  
3. Amend something previously adopted 
4. Discharge a committee 
5. Take from table  
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Reflection and Restoration:Reflection and Restoration:Reflection and Restoration:Reflection and Restoration:            

        A Women’s WorkshopA Women’s WorkshopA Women’s WorkshopA Women’s Workshop    
                    Michi Fu, Ph.D.    

“Close your eyes and think of when you were a little girl back in 

Taiwan.  Do you remember walking to school in the mornings?  

Can you see yourself as a little girl again?  What is she 

wearing?  How does her hair look?  What did she want to be 

when she grew up?  When you open your eyes, draw the 

image that came to your mind.”  These were the initial 

instructions for the opening experiential exercise.   

The format of the morning’s workshop was a combination of individual and small 

group activities.  Ladies were asked to reflect upon positives in their lives and then 

were guided through personal goal-setting exercises.  The agenda was as follows:   

 

� When I Grow Up… 

� Joy List 

� Blossom of Hope 

� Who Am I? 

� Prioritizing My Values 

� Stages of Change 

� Sense of Connectedness or 

Spirituality 

� Restoring Our Relationships 

� Personal Mission Statement 

 

Women were told there are no right/wrong answers to the questions:  Who are you 

and what do you want in life?  How did you get here and where would you like to 

go?  What strengths do you have to take you there and what is holding you back?   

 

Participants were given booklets to guide them through the exercises.  For example, 

they were encouraged to consider the things that give them hope.  Responses were 

touching and ranged from children to fellowship with NATWA sisters over the years.  
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Many women shared their answers openly with one another in pairs, small groups, 

and with the larger group as well.     

We spent some time discussing the stages of change that people go through. The 

stages of change are:   

• Pre-contemplation – not aware that there is something that needs to be 
changed 

• Contemplation – beginning to consider a change 

• Preparation – planning for a change 

• Action – practicing new behavior for 3-6 months 

• Maintenance – continued commitment to sustain change for 6 months or more 

• Relapse –resumption of old behaviors 
 

Participants were given examples of potential areas that people commit to changing.  

They were then asked to consider any areas that they would like to change, which 

ultimately resulted in a personal mission statement.   

 

Ladies were encouraged to think about the different parts of their identity, such as:  

wife, mother, gardener, church choir member, etc.  They were also asked to reflect 

upon the values that they hold and encouraged to prioritize their goals according to 

which values are most important to them.   

 

Some goals were personally meaningful, such as:  looking forward to being a good 

grandmother.  Other goals were noble, such as:  serve Taiwan.  It’s clear that our 

ladies have ambitions and talents to carry out the personal goals they set for 

themselves.  I shall look forward to hearing the progress that everyone has made 

when I see them again.  Until then, I encourage you to consider:  Who are you and 

what do you want?   

 

Dr. Michi Fu is a licensed psychologist practicing in Southern California.  She is an 

Associate Professor at Alliant International University.  She is also a supervising 

psychologist at the Asian Pacific Family Center of Pacific Clinics.  She enjoys 

helping children and women reach their potential.  For more information on her 

work, you may contact her at drmichifu@gmail.com or (626) 583-8388.   
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Renewable Energy and Sustainable Buildings 

                   Monique Lee 

At the NATWA mid-year leadership meeting in October 2009, 
Monique Lee Hawthorne made the case for sustainable building 
methods and renewable energy to the gathered group of 
attendees.  Monique introduced the need for sustainable building 
practices and renewable energy by establishing a base line not 
necessarily related to environmentalism but rather an argument 
based on consumption and consumer usage.  She asked, "Do we 
really need all we want?"   

Monique discussed the traditional sources of energy, their world-wide reserve locations, and 
the current consumption levels of each.  Many of the audience members were shocked to 
learn that we relied on fuel sources almost totally located in the Middle East.  After 
examining traditional sources of energy, Monique introduced renewable alternatives.  Again, 
the audience members were shocked to learn that solar power had the ability to meet and 
exceed energy consumption needs by many multiples of kilowatts.     

She asked the audience to consider the definition of "sustainability" as "meeting the present 
needs of our society while not compromising the ability of the future generations to meet 
their own needs."  Because the word "sustainable" has been tossed around in different 
contexts, it was important to establish an acceptable definition to frame the 
discussion.  Monique also wanted to avoid the "green washing" concepts that have infiltrated 
the media when companies have been questioned about their "green initiatives."   

Taiwanese Americans and Taiwanese Canadians value family.  Generationally, they often 
sacrifice greatly for their children and grand children and the community has a deep respect 
for their elders.  By defining "sustainability" within this context, Monique wanted to connect 
with her audience's core values.  Also, using her experiences trying to convince her own 
mother to compost and recycle, Monique used anecdotes to help the audience examine their 
own consumption and allowed the women to come to their own conclusions of how their 
actions could impact future generations, namely how their actions could impact their 
children, grand children and so forth.   

At one point in her presentation, she asked the women if they had questions about 
sustainable practices.  Then, she allowed the audience to answer their own questions.  One 
woman asked about composting and another woman quickly and proudly stated that she 
could help anyone who was interested in starting a compost pile.  One woman asked about 
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the Toyota Prius gas mileage and another woman quickly responded that it was great and 
that she would be glad to allow anyone to visit and test drive hers.  Another woman 
suggested keeping the lights off in the house to save money during the day, and many others 
affirmed this practice.  It quickly became obvious that the communal knowledge and 
experiences of the group could meet the needs of others. 

Monique ended her presentation by acknowledging that it isn't easy being green, borrowing 
the wise words of Kermit the Frog.  But, she asked her audience to take small steps because 
together it does add up.       

Monique Lee Hawthorne  
LEED Accredited Professional  
Davis Wright Tremaine LLP  
1300 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 2300 |          
Portland, OR 97201  
Tel: (503) 778-5249 | Fax: (503) 778-5299 
| Mobile: (971) 285-7159  
Email: moniquehawthorne@dwt.com|      
Website: www.dwt.com  

 

The Modern Environmentalist Movement

 

 

• Clear Air Act 

• Clear Water Act 

• Endangered Species Act 

• US Environmental    Protection 

Agency 
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The Modern Environmentalist Movement

 

 

• What are you doing to help? 

• What are some things you want 

to learn about? 

• Do you think it is important? 

 

 

A Good Idea  

"I'd put my money on solar energy... I hope we don't have to wait 'til oil and coal 

run out before we tackle that."  

-Thomas Edison, in conversation with Henry Ford and Harvey Firestone, March 1931 
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Second Spring 
 

Carol Lin 
 
“Second Spring”, a seductive topic evoking romantic thoughts; the 
air was filled with dancing excitement and curiosity as NATWA 
sisters anxiously awaited a story of heart-beating romance.   
 
Unfortunately, the talk had nothing to do with anybody's hot 
romance.  Nevertheless, the "cute subject" served its purpose 
generating bundles of exciting energy that lifted the spirit of the 
Life Experience Seminar and, unexpectedly, brought much laughter through the three meeting 
days. 
  
What exactly does "Second Spring" refer to? It refers to the fresh beginning of a new cycle 
when people turn an important page in their book of life - retirement.  The life span of human 
beings used to be shorter; it was rare for one to live to the age of seventy.  Back then, when one 
reached the age of fifty or beyond, one usually considered oneself to have reached the "cold 
winter" stage of one's life season.  However, nowadays, people reaching the age of seventy are 
singing a different tune. The statement "Life begins at seventy" illustrates very clearly that 
people expect to live way beyond seventy in the modern world.  Fresh spring air around the 
corner awaits one to bathe in when reaching retirement age. Like birds migrating to warmer 
land, people reaching the age of retirement should aggressively search for the Second Spring of 
their life. Riding on the learning spirit and a sharing heart, one will fly right into the middle of a 
fresh spring field. 
  
Speaking of learning, there is a saying: "you cannot teach an old dog new tricks". I believe this 
is only an excuse for those who do not favor learning even when at a young age.  In fact, age 
and learning efficiency do not need to go opposite ways.  One might have a slower response and 
a shorter memory as one ages, but learning becomes somewhat easier with the mounting 
experience, a maturing mind and a refined focus one accumulates with age. Take me for 
example. Instead of running after the endless list of a mother’s chores after my house turned 
into an "empty nest", I started to dip my feet into activities I loved but could never find time for 
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before.  Over the years, I took lessons in Yoga, Karate, Chi Gong, Dance, Taiko, Spanish, and 
Computer Technology.  I also went back to school and completed my MBA degree plus self-
studied into passing the CFP exam.  I was often “the most mature" student in many of the 
classes I attended during this time; but with my work experience and my love of learning, I 
learned a lot more than the two other graduate degrees I earned at a younger age. In addition, I 
had a great time learning in class this time around.   Learning quality of some younger students 
can suffer substantially due to demands from family chores, work responsibilities or personal 
life.  
  
A better example of elder learning is the "super cool" Formosa Dance Club of San Diego 
Taiwan Center.  Members of the club are mostly retired grandmas and grandpas who had never 
had a dance lesson in their life.  Under the nurturing guidance of teacher Jasmine, the members 
performed many dances including a steaming hot "Taiwan Hip Hop".  This is a perfect example 
of how "continuous learning keeps one continuously young". 
  
Regarding "sharing", the saying "Food tastes better when eating with a crowd" says it all.  The 
meaning of life lies in the passing of the torch and the continuation of history. Sharing is the 
base of this entire process.  Time, experience, knowledge, money, abundant energy, smiles, 
happiness are wealth worth sharing. People who are generous in giving are those who are 
comfortable with their life and thankful for what they have. Naturally, these people are also 
blessed with joy and peace in their mind.  With a sharing spirit, life becomes more joyful and 
more meaningful. At a young age, people work hard in order to share with family and friends; 
with the increasing of age, the sharing circle should expand to their community and even a 

wider range of people in the world.  The 
happiness generated from spending money 
on personal enjoyment does not last long, 
yet the return from sharing with others 
lasts forever.  As long as you are doing 
your best to help, even one small dew drop 
will benefit a thirsty life and make the 
world shine.  Sharing brings sunshine to 
the world and brings spring to your 
hearts.  I hope all my friends will enjoy the 
bath of spring air every day in the Second 
Spring of their life.  
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                       Annling Chien 
 
In order to accomplish a healthy life, one must own a physically 
healthy body and at the same time possess a balanced mental state.  It 
would be difficult to achieve a healthy life if lack of either.  If we have 
both elements add the “positive spirit”, then we should be able to form 
a harmonious, happy life cycle, Body, Mind and Spirit. 
 
There are so many references and resources regarding how to maintain 
a healthy life that we could find them on-line or through web search.   
Here are a few I would like to emphasize: 

 
• Try to eat natural food which includes all kinds of fresh vegetables and fruits.  They are 

not produced through chemical and artificial process.  Avoid canned goods and 
preservative-added food. 

 
• In order to obtain various healthy and essential nutrients we should try to maintain a 

well-balanced diet, not picking or favoring certain food. 
 

• Do not follow the trends of the market, like buying and over-ingesting large amount 
of certain Vitamins.  It will cause irreversible damages to the organs.  Vitamins A, D, E 
and K are fat-soluble, they metabolized and secreted through liver, whereas Vitamin B 
and C are water-soluble metabolized and secreted through kidney. 

 
• Trans-fat (Hydrogenated Unsaturated fat) is not a good fat.  This is a kind of processed 

and damaged fat.  Eating too much food contained high Trans-fat is harmful to our body.  It 
not only elevates LDL (low-density lipoprotein, a bad cholesterol), but also lower the HDL 
(high-density lipoprotein, a good cholesterol).  It is the main reason causing the Cardio-
vascular diseases.  We can find the food with high Trans-fat in margarine, shortening, 
mayonnaise, baked goods, cookies, cakes, potato and corn chips, taco shells and fried fast 
food…… Please pay attention to the labels on the packages. 
 

• Olive Oil is a good fat (Monounsaturated fat).  It can lower the LDL in blood and 
lower the risk of heart diseases.   Use olive oil in cooking is better than other vegetable 
oils. 
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• Omega-3 fatty acid (Polyunsaturated fat) is a good fat.  It can boost the immune 
system; carry and store fat-soluble vitamins, and also are necessary for making healthy 
hair, skin and nails.  They are an excellent source of energy and can lower cholesterol and 
triglycerides.   The best plant sources of Omega-3 are flaxseeds and walnuts. They can 
also be found in cold-water fish such as salmon, mackerel, sardines, cod and tuna. 

 
• Established a strong Immune System   Immune system is the 1st defense gate of our 

body.  Most diseases weaken the human immune system first, follow by the fiercely 
attack.  Some theory about Cancer disease is that Cancer cells co-exist in human body 
with the Normal cells.   If the immune system weakens, then Cancer cells will grow, 
mutate and take over the healthy body.   The followings are a few factors that can bolster 
the immune system: 

 
� Reduce the stress in life. 
� Obtain enough rest and sleep. 
� Ingest food that are rich in antioxidant, 

natural and non-chemical processed food, 
Vitamin B,C, D, and green tea and red wine. 

� Maintain adequate exercise. 
  
Lastly, I want to emphasize the benefits of exercise.     
Exercise not only enhance body metabolism, improve blood circulation, lower blood pressure, 
get rid of toxic waste, but also boost the immune system.   Each of us should be able to 
coordinate certain exercise routines into one’s life, for example; power walking, stretching, 
yoga, running, hiking, biking, swimming, aerobic exercise, dancing … etc… 
The exercise routine should be carried out consistently and appropriately, not overly strenuous, 
result in injury.  Try to practice outdoors in order to benefit from the sunshine, fresh air and 
oxygen.   Avoid exercising outdoors in the dark because of the reverse photo-synthesis reaction 
(the greens absorb oxygen and emit carbon dioxide).  Proper exercise program not only 
promotes physical health, it could bring in a positive mental stimulant as well. 
 
Today’s discussion is a form of sharing life experience.  I am hoping we can practice and bring 

in healthier life 
style experiences 
to share with our 
sisters at the 
upcoming 
meetings.    
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Margaret J Lee 

 
 In early part of 

2009, Dr. Grace Wu 
invited me to help 
search for a hotel which 
provides all amenities 
suitable for conducting 
the Mid-year training 
meeting.  After making 

numerous phone calls and several visits to 
potential hotels in downtown Portland and 
its outskirts, we picked Monarch Hotel for 
its facilities and reasonable prices.   

 For helping meeting participants get 
around Portland downtown and the popular 
Japanese Gardens, we collected downtown 
maps and requested for mass transit routes 
information from city and compiled 
directions for distribution at the registration 
tables. We planned the Sunday tour and 
figured out  the length of time for each stops 
along the route.   

Sister Sue-chung Liu from Eugene, 
Oregon volunteered to chip in during the 
early planning stages.  Not only did she 
volunteer to do flower arrangements for the 
meeting room but also recruited an 

additional five local members in Eugene for 
doing registration and making copies of 
meeting programs.  These members were: 
Hsun-hsun Chen, Hue-Ping Lin, Helen Liu, 
Tusi-li Yao and Chingling Yao. 
  For showing our hospitality to the 
meeting attendees, Grace and I contributed 
all the little brown ‘Welcome Bags’ stuffed 
with native Washington apples, healthy 
snack bars and beverages serving in the 
Hospitality Room.  The most praised hard 
boiled eggs from Sue-chung made the 
welcome bag very popular.     

  Thanks to our Vancouver member, 
Lisa Lo and her husband Cheng-fan, for 
their delicious Asian pears from their pear 
trees.  The tasty turnip cakes in the 
Hospitality Room were donated by the 
owner of Chinese Table in Portland. The 
cakes became a “dinner entree” for those 
who came in late without a dinner on 
Registration day.   
  Thanks to our local members. Their 
contributions helped the meeting go 
smoothly and conclude with a happy 
ending.  
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Costa Rica Costa Rica Costa Rica Costa Rica 

At the end of July I got a chance to 
travel to Central and South America
my husband. This trip included three 
countries: Guatemala, Costa Rica
Columbia.  Since it was business trip
didn’t have much time for sightseeing, but 
on the other hand we could understand more 
of their economy, politics, and culture 
through talking with our customers
research, only Costa Rica has a Taiwan
Women’s organization: a branch of FOTWA. 
Our Networking Committee Chair Ingrid 
Liu had worried that Costa Rica’s
might not be able to participate the 
September’s FOTWA annual meeting in
Argentina.  As a team member, my visit 
would be just the right thing: a time to 
network with those far away sisters.
          Their Taiwanese Women’s
organization president Tseng Fumei had 
been ready to go to the airport for the 
Canada tour when I made my first Costa 
Rica call. Thanks to President Tseng’s
arranging, I talked to Yu Yueh Kwei back 

Costa Rica Costa Rica Costa Rica Costa Rica TravelsTravelsTravelsTravels 

Dolly Yang 
 

I got a chance to 
to Central and South America with 

three 
Guatemala, Costa Rica and 
Since it was business trip we 
much time for sightseeing, but 

the other hand we could understand more 
and culture 

through talking with our customers. After 
Taiwanese 

a branch of FOTWA. 
hair Ingrid 

Costa Rica’s sisters 
the 

September’s FOTWA annual meeting in 
, my visit 
time to 

network with those far away sisters. 

’s 
Fumei had 
for the US-

when I made my first Costa 
Tseng’s 

, I talked to Yu Yueh Kwei back 

and forth. Her sincere phone conversation 
melted my heart even before I met her.
set an appointment to meet 
evening of August 3
          In Central and South America "Made 
in Taiwan" products are everywhere
hospitality from our host wa
that beautiful weekend, 
us to Arenal Volcano
attraction, about 90 km from San José
capital of Cost Rica.
traffic, we left the mountain
and were ready to make our 4 pm 
appointment with the 
traffic jams made the highway a 
Containers, trucks, cars, 
the same one lane. 
take highway?" The answer wa
highway, Costa Rica's only 
Highway 1”.  It was 8:30pm when Yu 
Kwei and Wu Ching Wen
finally picked us up to
Since during the day
golf outing, we met some hometown fellows 

there.  
grown 
homemade
home town f
a traveler’s
            
families
Rica many years
their own business from y

er sincere phone conversation 
even before I met her.  We 

an appointment to meet on Sunday the 
evening of August 3rd.  

In Central and South America "Made 
products are everywhere. The 

hospitality from our host was very warm. On 
weekend, our customer took 

Arenal Volcano, a well-known tourist 
90 km from San José, the 

capital of Cost Rica. Worried about Sunday 
the mountain around noon 

and were ready to make our 4 pm 
the Costa Rica sisters. The 

traffic jams made the highway a parking lot.  
trucks, cars, motorcycles shared 

lane. I asked "Why don’t we 
highway?" The answer was "This is the 

Costa Rica's only highway - 
t was 8:30pm when Yu Yueh 

Kwei and Wu Ching Wen— two sisters— 
finally picked us up to go to the restaurant.  

day they had a Taiwanese 
we met some hometown fellows 

 They brought home 
grown bamboo shoots, 
homemade Ma-Ji, authentic 
home town food which touched 
a traveler’s heart. 

         Two sisters with their 
families have moved to Costa 
Rica many years ago, running 
their own business from youth 
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to old age, growing from small to big. The 
immigration road is tough, the diligent 
immigrants are admirable. There are 50-60 
members in Costa Rica Taiwanese Women 
Association, and about 20 are active now.  
Due to the nice tropical weather, almost 
everybody is a golf master. They welcome 
our golfers to visit!  Also they mentioned 
that we have had less contact since their 
2003 San Francisco visit and 2005 FOTWA 
Costa Rica’s Annual Meeting. I cordially 
invited them to come to April 2010 

Toronto's annual meeting.  And gave them 
“Letters to Obama”—I expect many Costa 
Ricans will sign and mail them out. Finally, 
we took pictures together with our scarves 
and other souvenirs I bought in Costa Rica.  
          I flew thousands miles, gathered a few 
quality hours, and treasured this hometown 
fellowship.  I expect to see them in Toronto 
Annual Meeting this coming April.  

 
  

 
********************************************* 

 

 
Agnes Wu 

  
 My son Keimay has left us since Oct. 2007.  For more than two years I have been trying to be 
strong and to move on, yet there are so many things that keep reminding me of him.  He was the 
kind of young man who always put the needs of others before his own, safeguarding them from 
hurt and despair. He was truly a caregiver and inspiration to all his friends and family members. 
There are a few things in the thirty years of his short life that particularly made me so proud of 
him. I would like to share them with you to remember him. 
  
 CHARM AND LEADERSHIP AT AN EARLY AGE 
  

Keimay possessed a free and fun-loving spirit and showed the ability of his leadership since an 
early age.    In kindergarten, he successfully rounded up several of his classmates to willingly 
parade behind him and chant "Keimay The Great!"  "Keimay The Great!"  from school to our 
house,  5 blocks,  which attracted many people on the street and gave those cute little kids a big 
round of applause. 
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SOIL FROM TAIWAN  
 

 I took Keimay to Taiwan in 1987, when he was 10 years old, for the very first time since I left 
Taiwan in 1963. It was a very exciting trip for both of us.  During the trip curiosity, happiness 
and excitement showed on his face even though this trip was for the purpose of bringing the 
ashes of my late husband back to his hometown.  A few days after we came back from the trip,  
I found a jar of soil on the bookshelf in his room on which was clearly marked "SOIL FROM 
TAIWAN". I told him it was illegal to bring soil from outside of the US back to this country. 
He said to me, "I did it without knowing it is illegal, besides I'm a minor, so I don't think they 
will punish me even if they catch me. So don't worry about it, mom. Most importantly, to keep 
the soil from Taiwan means a lot to me." 

 
TRIP TO EUROPE  

 
I let him travel to Europe alone when he was 18.  I saw him carry a backpack on his shoulder 
and a small suitcase in his hand when I said goodbye to him at the airport.  Two weeks later 
when I went to pick him up from the airport, I was surprised to notice that he had only the 
suitcase with him. He told me that on the first day upon arriving in Rome, he was robbed at the 
train station while he was making a phone call to the hotel. Someone grabbed his bag in which 
he kept his passport, airline ticket, traveler’s checks and some other important stuff, from 
behind him and ran.   He was so angry and disappointed.   He knew without his passport and 
money he could not travel, so he took action immediately without consulting me. 
  

First he found out the address of the American Embassy in Rome and since he was penniless, he 
had to walk two and half hours to get there. Luckily, after he explained the whole situation to 
them, they issued a temporary passport to him at once. Also, they let him make phone calls to 
whomever he needed to contact in order to solve the problems. He received his ticket from 
Continental Airlines and travelers checks from American Express that night. So he was happy 
to start his exciting journey the next day although he was still a bit disappointed. 
  
When I asked him later why he didn't contact me when things happened, he said to me," It was 
useless if I called you from Europe, you could do absolutely nothing to help from America.  It 
would only make it worse by letting you worry about it."  It was so true and I'm very proud of 
him for the way he handled it. 
  
 A BEAUTIFUL SOUL  

 
One late afternoon in Sept. 2007, after he had chemotherapy at Morristown Memorial Hospital, 
Keimay was too weak to walk and asked if he could sit down in the waiting room of the doctor's 



 
office before he could regain some strength and be ready to move on. So I was sitting next to 
him and we waited. Minutes later, an 
the receptionist told her that she was in the wrong doctor's office, that she should be in the 3rd 
room after making a left turn downstairs on the 2nd floor. The poor old lady go
left.    Keimay got up and told me,
room, and I just continued to read my magazine.
  

About twenty minutes later, Keimay came back and told me that he had helped this woman, 
brought her to the room she was supposed t
to walk but also was in tremendous pain after chemo, 
himself inch by inch to catch up with the old lady and accomplished the mission.  I 
ashamed when Keimay told me what he did to help this woman because I didn't even think 
about it at all. At that time, the only thing on my mind was worrying about Keimay's suffering 
from unbearable pain from the chemo.  On the other hand, Keimay ass
without thinking of his own problem.
  

I shared this story last month with the group of 
which meets monthly to support and comfort each other by sharing the feelings and love for our 
children.  They all told me after I sh
most beautiful soul and you should be very proud of him. "
   
WORDS TO LIVE BY  

 
It has been over two years and I miss him more than I can say. It is not easy to express
feelings in words.    A friend of 
boy was 13, told me "Try to transfer your feelings toward him into powerful and positive 
thinking and give yourself the strength to move on. Do the best you
to show your 
love for him."  
Her words have 
moved me 
since to live 
and to enjoy 
what I still have 
left in my life. 
 

office before he could regain some strength and be ready to move on. So I was sitting next to 
waited. Minutes later, an old handicapped woman walked in with her walker and 

the receptionist told her that she was in the wrong doctor's office, that she should be in the 3rd 
room after making a left turn downstairs on the 2nd floor. The poor old lady go

nd told me," I'll be right back."  I assumed that he was going to the wash 
room, and I just continued to read my magazine. 

About twenty minutes later, Keimay came back and told me that he had helped this woman, 
ght her to the room she was supposed to be in. I knew that Keimay was not only too weak 

n tremendous pain after chemo, but somehow he managed to move 
himself inch by inch to catch up with the old lady and accomplished the mission.  I 
ashamed when Keimay told me what he did to help this woman because I didn't even think 
about it at all. At that time, the only thing on my mind was worrying about Keimay's suffering 
from unbearable pain from the chemo.  On the other hand, Keimay ass
without thinking of his own problem. 

y last month with the group of The Compassionate Friends, the support group 
which meets monthly to support and comfort each other by sharing the feelings and love for our 

n.  They all told me after I shared Keimay's story with them, “You had a son with the 
most beautiful soul and you should be very proud of him. " 

It has been over two years and I miss him more than I can say. It is not easy to express
of mine, who also lost her son eighteen years ago when the young 

boy was 13, told me "Try to transfer your feelings toward him into powerful and positive 
thinking and give yourself the strength to move on. Do the best you can for the rest of your life 
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office before he could regain some strength and be ready to move on. So I was sitting next to 
old handicapped woman walked in with her walker and 

the receptionist told her that she was in the wrong doctor's office, that she should be in the 3rd 
room after making a left turn downstairs on the 2nd floor. The poor old lady got confused and 

" I'll be right back."  I assumed that he was going to the wash 

About twenty minutes later, Keimay came back and told me that he had helped this woman, 
I knew that Keimay was not only too weak 

but somehow he managed to move 
himself inch by inch to catch up with the old lady and accomplished the mission.  I was so 
ashamed when Keimay told me what he did to help this woman because I didn't even think 
about it at all. At that time, the only thing on my mind was worrying about Keimay's suffering 
from unbearable pain from the chemo.  On the other hand, Keimay assisted others in need 

Friends, the support group 
which meets monthly to support and comfort each other by sharing the feelings and love for our 

You had a son with the 

It has been over two years and I miss him more than I can say. It is not easy to express my 
eighteen years ago when the young 

boy was 13, told me "Try to transfer your feelings toward him into powerful and positive 
can for the rest of your life 
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Min-Mei Wu 

 
Since the days of my childhood in Taiwan 

in the 1950’s, the young women of my 
generation were educated to observe the 
traditional “Three-obedience Four-virtue” 
rule (Three-obedience: Young girls were 
coached to obey their fathers before 
marriage, then obey their husbands during 
the course of the marriage, and follow their 
sons after the decease of their husbands. 
Four-virtue: Young girls must express 
appropriate behavior, proper speech, 
pleasant appearance and good work). I was 
indeed an obedient daughter at home and I 
was well behaved in school. Like me, the 
Taiwanese women of past generations 
accepted this philosophy and followed the 
tradition undoubtedly. 

 
Since marriage, I have always tried to be 

submissive to my husband. I refrained from 
asserting my ideas and opinions upon him, 
in an effort to build a harmonious family 
together. Without even realizing, I 
surprisingly raised two reformative 
daughters who were born in Western 
countries and were exposed to modern 
Western beliefs. Rather than mimic my steps, 
they strived for women’s rights and changed 
the tradition. Probably, they disliked this 
old-fashioned conformity to which I was 
accustomed, and developed their own 
antagonistic and reformative minds. 

 
Once grown, graduated from university 

and married, both of my two daughters kept 
their respective surnames, “Chen”. That was 

convenient to them for the purpose of their 
academic publications and professional 
licensing. These good reasons were easily 
accepted by their husbands and newly 
extended families. Much to my surprise, my 
daughters then decided to name their 
children (my grandchildren) using their 
surnames, “Chen”!  I admittedly tried to 
discourage this. Since both of them did 
exactly the same thing, I was afraid to be 
blamed for instructing them to do so. 

 
To my astonishment, I did not hear any 

complaints from my two daughters’ 
husbands and in-laws. My daughters’ in-
laws held their grandchildren with great joy 
and pride. They were thrilled to be 
grandparents, especially those of my elder 
daughter who waited for eight years to bring 
them their first grandchild. They did not 
seem to care about the surnames, probably 
because of the differences of the Eastern and 
Western cultures, I think. 

 
One day, my younger daughter and her 
husband decided to take their children on a 
vacation to Canada from the US. When they 
arrived at the Canadian border, the officer 
on duty checked their passports and was 
suspicious of their relationship. People 
attempted crossing the border sometimes in 
an effort to seize illegal custody of a child. 
Incidents like that would explain why a 
border patrol officer would be suspicious of 
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a multi-racial couple with different 
surnames. “Is the man beside you your 
husband?”, the officer asked my daughter. 
“Yes,” my daughter answered. “Why is your 
last name of Chen, different from his?”, the 
officer asked again. “Because I kept my last 
name after marriage,” my daughter said. 
“Then why do your kids have your last name 
and not his?”, again he asked. “My husband 
and I agreed to have our kids bear my last 
name,” she answered. Skeptical and 
unconvinced, the officer said, “I think you 
deserted your husband, Mr. Chen, and ran 
away with this guy, taking your kids along 
with you. Is that so?” 

 
My daughter was shocked by this 

accusation and attempted to convince the 
officer that what she stated was the truth, but 
lacked the proof that would give her the 
credibility she needed. Finally, the officer 
came up an idea: waking up my three-year-
old eldest grandson, Kyle, to ask him a 
question. “Is he your Daddy?”, the officer 
pointed at my son-in-law. Kyle was 
surprisingly awakened and frightened by the 
stranger’s bureaucratic demeanor and began 
to have a tendency to cry. The officer 
softened and comforted Kyle and asked him 
not to cry. Finally, the officer allowed my 
daughter and her family to go on their way 
and warned her to always travel with the 
kids’ birth certificates, to prove their 
parenthood and avoid any future confusion. 
Little Kyle did the great deed of saving his 
mother from trouble! My daughter shared 
this story with her colleagues after her 
vacation. They were outraged by what 
happened and thought that the officer 
overreacted. Furthermore, they were furious 
that poor little Kyle was involved! On the 
other hand, it is understandable that the 
officer was carrying out his duties. 

I myself was married in the U.S. and 
followed the tradition to take my husband’s 
last name without any hesitation. There have 
been many women in Taiwan who kept their 
maiden last names after marriage and then 
encountered much trouble for their 
paperwork after they moved to the US. 
Finally, most of them accepted their 
husbands’ last names to avoid any further 
inconvenience and misunderstanding. 

 
Many years ago, I have a friend who, 

along with her husband and their baby, 
visited China on vacation. They stayed at the 
hotel and an officer of Public Safety 
surprisingly checked their identification at 
night. The officer saw their last names were 
different and immediately accused them of 
being lewd people who were committing 
adultery. Outraged and embarrassed, the 
couple attempted to argue with great effort, 
but without proper documentation they were 
unsuccessful. “Our baby is the best 
evidence!” the wife finally exclaimed 
thinking it conclude the interrogation. “How 
can you prove that you are the baby’s real 
parents? What I want to see is your marriage 
license!” the officer insisted. 

 
Finally, the office stamped the word 

“Adulterer” on each of their passports. They 
were so shocked! They felt humiliated and 
knew that they could not face people any 
more with the passport bearing this 
absurdity! The only thing they could do was 
to bribe the officer with cash to remove the 
word “Adulterer” in order to have their good 
names cleared of the wrongful and offended 
accusation. The officer accepted the money 
and then added “Non-” in front of the word 
“Adulterer” (Non-adulterer). The “non-
adulterers” were so embarrassed that they 
did not know to laugh or to cry! 
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My daughters think that mothers have to 

go through their pregnancy, childbirth, child 
raising and educating the kids. Why 
shouldn’t a child deserve his/her 
surname after the mother has gone through 
all that hardship? They do have 
 
 
******************************************
 

 

 

My daughters think that mothers have to 
go through their pregnancy, childbirth, child 

kids. Why 
his/her mother’s 

mother has gone through 
 their 

 
good reasons. After they strived for 
women’s rights and now they enjoy their 
rights, they are willing to pay the price 
endure the inconvenience they may 
encounter in life. 
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good reasons. After they strived for 
women’s rights and now they enjoy their 
rights, they are willing to pay the price and 
endure the inconvenience they may 
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